tame magpie in a cage in one hand, and a parcel of books in Aharpst-the other, they left England for a new life in a strange chord for country. It was three years before he returned among us Bridges again and then for a brief time only,
In Japan lie was hoping to inspire in his students a love of literature and, what seemed to him equally important, some awareness of Western character. The inadequate knowledge of English among his pupils was to make his task a formidable one.
But what a loss to England! There are few with Hodgson's insight, with his gift for exciting in young people an ardour for spiritual integrity. He is one of those who, in Gautier's words, ate 'bicnfaisant a la maniere du soleil qui sans dormer un sou a personne fait la vie ct la richesse du monde'.
This year, 1924, Robert Bridges was to reach his eightieth birthday. To celebrate this, and their recognition of the Poet Laureate's genius, a number of his friends presented him with a Dolmetsch harpsichord. Among others asked to subscribe to the gift for Bridges was Frederic Manning, who wrote, I thought, with a delicate perception of Robert Bridges' poetry;
18-9-24 My dear Will,
Evidently Siegfried Sassoon thinks of us m a mutual relation, and I find this pleasantly flattering* Certainly I shall help to give the Laureate a clavichord, Perhaps lie is not altogether a poet in whom, in eighteenth century phrase, I 'taste'; but this means only that I consider him, in his work, as possessing more music than vision; and even, to put a fine edge on it, more movement than action. But his immediate predecessors were inclined to consider poetry as too exclusively concerned with a visible and tangible world. He restored to it a musical value in developing the purely lyrical element; and if perhaps he came to treat words too much as sounds and not enough as symbols, his excess was only proportionate to the previous defect, He has written less of 31

